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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Articles for SJT must be submitted on disk as well as in hardcopy. One copy
of a proposed article should be submitted in hardcopy with an accompanying
disk to: Dr Iain Torrance, Department of Divinity, University of Aberdeen,
Aberdeen AB24 3UB, Scotland, UK. The authors of articles should send an
email address, if possible, to Dr Torrance, and their submission will be
acknowledged in that format.

Submission of a disk is essential, as the article will be sent to international
referees as an email attachment. Only 3.5 inch disks are usable. The very
much preferred format is MS Word for Windows 6.

The average length of articles is 5000 words. Those in excess of 10000 words
cannot be considered. Shorter articles are much more likely to be accepted.
Articles should be formatted with footnotes (not endnotes), and the footnotes
should be fullyjustified. Single quotation marks should be used for quotation,
and double quotation marks for quotation within a quotation.

Disks, once submitted, will be understood to contain the final form of an
article, and if the article is accepted, a first proof will be produced from the
author's disk (with minor editorial emendations). Beyond minor corrections,
no further revisions or additions should then be made by authors.

Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not previously been
published in English, and is not being considered for publication by another
journal.

With the increased use of email, the editor will draw on US as well as British
scholars to contribute book reviews. Articles have always been international.

First proofs of articles (but not of reviews) will be sent to authors for
correction, and must be returned within three weeks of receipt. Corrections
should be confined to typographical errors. Other corrections may be made
only with the concurrence of the editor.

Contributions from North America may use North American spellings.
Greek and Hebrew words, which should be used sparingly, need not be
transliterated. Capitalisation should be kept to a minimum, and in particular
should not be used in pronouns referring to God.

Contributors of articles and of article reviews (but not of reviews) receive
one copy of the journal in which their article appears without charge. Extra
copies may be ordered at half price from the publisher.
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